September 14, 2011

Stay Informed and Act Through CCHF Email List

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase, president of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

Citizens who speak up have an impact. Recently we alerted our email list, asking them to submit public comments against a federal panel being set up to standardize and likely ration patient care.

We also asked them to oppose the federal government’s plan to create a “single set of operating rules” for health care nationwide, including a national patient identification card. Hundreds of people responded and sent in comments.

We emailed the alert because contact information, links, background, and a sample comment needed to be shared.

If you would like to receive these emails in the future, please contact me using the feedback link at healthfreedomminute.net. Public comments on other Obamacare regulations are due this month. To get the alert, contact me at healthfreedomminute.net.

The Health Freedom Minute is heard on 159 stations in 37 states, including afternoons on American Family Radio.